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Unit- communication sounds 
Unit Name: Making, detecting and using sound Stage: 2 
Unit purpose and focus: The focus of this unit is to help students explore and 

investigate the following concepts: 

Sound is produced when objects vibrate 

Sound needs a source to travel through example air, liquid. (Liquids, solids or gases) 

Sounds are heard when they enter the ear and causes our ear drums to vibrate. 

Animals and humans use sound as a way of communicating messages to one another. 

Some materials absorb sound better than others and act as insulators or “sound blockers” 

Outcomes, Big Ideas and indicators for this unit 
Outcome: PPS2.4 Identifies various forms and sources of energy and devises systems 

that use energy. 

Corresponding big ideas:  

• Energy exists in the form of sound 

• Energy can be affected by many things such as materials that it passes through. 

• Sound is a source of energy that is produced by vibration 

Outcome: LT S2.3 Identifies and describes the structure and function of living things 

and ways in which living things interact with other living things and their environment 

• Corresponding big ideas: Human’s body parts such as the ears serve particular 

purposes which help living things (animals and plants) to function and survive. 

• animals and humans have specific ways of using sound to communicate with one 

another and entertain 

Outcome: INV S2.7Conducts investigations by observing, questioning, 

predicting, testing, collecting, recording and analysing data, and drawing conclusions. 

Corresponding big ideas 

• Poses “decide which”, “find a way to” or “find the effect of” questions.  

• Uses equipment accurately, reliably and safely.  

• Reports to others, using simple factual texts that have been chosen in consultation 

with the teacher, e.g. information reports, procedures and explanations.  

Outcome: DM S2.8Develops implements and evaluates ideas using drawings, models 

and prototypes at appropriate stages of the design process. 

Corresponding big ideas: 

• Devises means of evaluating the functional and aesthetic qualities of products, 

systems and environments 

 

 

 

 

 

• Identifies how designs change to better meet people's needs.  

• Communicates ideas through annotated sketches and models and uses scale in 

drawings and models 

• Describes how materials, equipment and resources have been used to produce 

products, systems and environments. 
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Indicators: 

 

• students are able to identify and detect sounds in their environment and determine 

whether they are soft or loud, far way or close by 

• Students are able to draw diagrams that illustrate how sound is produced and how it 

travels with the use of labels 

• Students are able to make conduct fair tests and list all the variables and controls in 

the investigation 

• Students are able to plan an investigation by using an investigation board 

• Students are able to recall and record different ways that communication is used to 

communicate ideas amongst humans 

• Students  are able to record and list forms of sound communication used in another 

country 

• Students define sound as being produced any an object vibrating 

• Through explorations, students are able to illustrate what sound waves look like in the 

form of a diagram 

• Students are able to recall information gained from exploration activities and list it 

through reflecting on activities. 

• Students design sound devices by using a variety of materials 

• Students use  objects such as slinky, drum skins cans and rubber bands  during 

exploration activities and observe and identify the objects vibrating and record this in 

their books 

• Students use measuring materials including tape measure accurately and fairly when 

conducting fair tests. 
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Background information that teachers 

need to know when teaching this unit 
Teachers need to know how sounds are produced- According 

to Mathews (1986) sound is vibration of particles and needs 

matter solids, liquids or gasses to travel through. The way in 

which sound travels is articulated by Howe (2005) as travelling in 

longitudinal waves and received by our sensory organs. This 

information needs to be understood by the teacher before 

teaching this unit. 

Further background knowledge that the teacher must have 

is an understanding of how our ears function-Harlen (1993) 

describes the process of hearing sound in the following way: 

Sounds are transmitted to our ears as the longitudinal sound 

waves are collected by the outer ear and goes through to the ear 

canal. This causes the eardrum to vibrate. 

Teachers must also know exactly what fair tests are and 

how to set them up in the classroom. Howe states “Fair testing 

means only changing one factor in a situation while keeping all the 

other factors the same, to try to isolate what is causing the 

change.” (Howe, 2005, p: 9). 

The more background information the teachers knows before 

designing a unit, will allow him/her to be confident in teaching it 

and produce a unit rich with scientific enquiry methods. 
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Stage:2                       Total hours: 2                           Week 1 lessons 1 and 2 

Type of lessons-engage/explore/explain/elaborate/evaluate:less1 Engageless2explore 

Outcomes and indicators  
PPS2.4 Identifies various forms and sources of energy and devises systems that use energy. 

 LT S2.3 Identifies and describes the structure and function of living things and ways in which living things 

interact with other living things and their environment 

Big Ideas and indicators:  

• Big Idea: Energy can exist in various forms e.g. movement, electricity, light, sound, heat and can be 

identified in our daily lives. 

Indicator: Students are able to identify sounds in their environment and pose questions that ask how these 

sounds are being produced and predict how sound travels from one place to another as a form of energy  

Big Idea: animals and humans have specific ways of using sound to communicate with one another. 

Indicator: Students explore and list ways that sound has been used over time for different purposes ,eg  as 

alerting individuals of danger, as safety precaution and as a form of communicating 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Integration with other subjects- lesson 1English and art lesson 2 HSIE- looking at the way other 
cultures use sound to communicate. 

Resources and equipment needed :lesson1recording tables for the listening walk 
Large A3 paper for mind maps, Lesson 2: internet and computers, worksheets of comparison table,  book-sound 

all-around 

 concepts and content Learning Experience 

• Sounds travel from one 

source to another 

 
• Animals and humans use 

sound as a way of 

communicating messages 

to one another. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lesson1 engage phase: listening walk-To capture students interest and find out 

what students know about sounds, teacher explains to students that they will be 

going on a listening walk in the school playground and are to list all the sounds 

that they can hear and state whether they are loud or soft, distant sounds or close 

sounds, what they believe the source of the sound is eg is it coming from birds, 

people, machinery etc... Ss record in table as they are walking (see appendix 1 for 

eg of table). This is for approx 15 minutes. 

Students come back in class and discuss with teacher and peers the types of 

sounds they heard. Teacher then  poses questions that will engage the students 

and find out what they think they know about how sound occurs and  elicit any 

questions students may have in regards to how sound is a source of energy, how it 

is made, how it travels and why these sounds are occurring.  Examples of 

questions include: How do you think you can hear these sounds? What things do 

you think effect how you hear a sound? Could you hear any animals, what do you 

think they were doing? Were they communicating with others- could you hear 

other people’s voices? how might the sound be travelling to our ears and what 

happens once the sound gets to our ears? Students share their ideas, whilst teacher 

records on a mind map Note- teacher does not provide formal definitions of sound 

and how sound is produced, as the main purpose of this engage stage  according 
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• Animals and humans use 

sound as a way of 

communicating messages 

to one another. 

 

 

to the department of education and training(,2006)  is to elicit students prior 

knowledge of a topic. Teacher then asks students to draw a picture which 

describes how the sounds they heard on the walk were made, how it travelled, 

what were the sources of sound. Students will use their diagram and modify it 

throughout the unit once they have a greater understanding of sound. 

Lesson 2 exploring how sound is used by humans as  communication and 

alerting system students recap previous lesson on sounds that were heard in the 

environment and the types of sounds that were heard by birds, other students as a 

way of communicating. Teacher then reads the book titled “sounds all around” 

which is a book that discusses the concept of sound being used by people and 

animals for a particular purpose of communicating. Students discuss the different 

communicative patterns that were explored in the book. 

 Students then discuss  in groups sounds that are used in Australia to 

communicate ideas and messages eg to alert us or warn us of danger such as 

sirens etc. ways that animals use sound to survive and protect each other from 

predators etc. Students then talk about the codes animals may have to 

communicate. Students then explore this by using the internet as a resource to 

look up examples of ways that other countries and communities may use sound in 

their lives, as well as look up the way that whales and dogs use sound to 

communicate .Teacher is to provide them with the websites.  Students record their 

findings on a sheet provided for them  (see app2)  students compare similarities 

and differences between the two countries and the way sound is used as a form of 

communication and the similarities and differences between the way that dogs 

communicate with one another and the way that whales communicate with each 

other. 

 

 

Evaluation  

Lesson 1The assessment for the 1
st
 engage lesson will be a form of diagnostic assessment, as I will be finding 

out what students already know about sound. By discussing and posing questions to guide students to start 

thinking about how sound is made, the role of the ears in hearing sound, communicating with sound etc, the 

teacher will be able to explore the ideas students have in regards to sound. By having students draw a picture, 

the teacher is able to identify student’s misconceptions or existing knowledge which will help the teacher steer 

the unit in the direction to question misconceptions and strengthen existing knowledge throughout the unit. 

Lesson two I will be using formative assessment in which I will be listening to students cooperate in their 

research groups and listen for development of ideas. By using a comparison table in which students fill out in 

regards to different communication patterns used by different cultures and animals, it allows me to see if 

students are understanding that sound is used by all individuals to communicate and that the way they 

communicate by using sound can be both similar and different 
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Stage:2                       Total hours: 2                       Week: 2  lessons 3 and 4 

Type of lessons-engage/explore/explain/elaborate/evaluate: Explain 
Outcomes and indicators  
 INV S2.7Conducts investigations by observing, questioning, 

Predicting, testing, collecting, recording and analysing data, and drawing conclusions. 
PPS2.4 identifies various forms and sources of energy and devises systems that use energy 

Big Ideas and indicators. 
Big Idea  

• Reports to others, using simple factual texts that have been chosen in consultation with the teacher, e.g. 

information reports, procedures and explanations.  

• Poses “decide which”, “find a way to” or “find the effect of” questions.  

• Uses equipment accurately, reliably and safely.  

• Energy can exist in various forms e.g. movement, electricity, light, sound, heat and can be identified in our 

daily lives 

Indicators 

• Students use  objects such as slinky, drum skins cans and rubber bands  during exploration activities and observe and 

identify the objects vibrating and link this to the scientific concept of sound being produced by a vibration  

• Students report on the way in which sound is produced by using the text type of an explanation  to 

communicate observations from explorations 

 

Resources and equipment needed 
 Lesson 3:rubberbandsand jars, slinky, drums and rice, 1 guitar, tambourine wooden blocks,       
Lesson 4-dictionary, science books, mind map. Explanation template  

________________________________________________________________________ 

Integration with other subjects- lesson 3 –music exploring instruments lesson4English- text 

types  

Main concepts and 

content 

Learning Experience 

• Sound travels from 

one source to 

another in 

longitudinal  waves 

 

 

• Sound is produced by 

a vibration 

 

Lesson 3 Now that students are familiar with types of sounds, and their use, it is 

time for them to explore how this sound gets to a source for them to be able to 

communicate. 

Teacher sets up four stations consisting of the following: 1
st
 station has a set of 

slinky’s with instructions asking students to work in pairs to push the slinky 

stretched over tables with each partner standing at either end of slinky and have 

one partner gives short pushes where a compression can be seen to pass along the 

slinky and bounce back the other end. Students record how this may reflect how 

sound travels. 2nd station consists of drums with rice puffs on the top of the drum 

skin- in pairs students are to hit the drum and listen to the sound being produced 

as well as identifying what happens to the rice (eg it jumps up from the vibration) 
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- students record sounds and determine why it is that when students hear the 

sound, the rice moves. Students’ explore the different force that they put into 

hitting the drum and its effect in sound and vibration. Station 3 consists of open 

jars and elastic bands that are around the jars, students pluck the elastic band and 

observe the sound produced as well as the movement or vibration of the elastic 

band – students are to record their observations and explain what the connection 

between the elastic band moving and the sound being produced when plucked is. 

4
th
 station consists of instruments such as tambourine, guitar and wood blocks 

that students explore sound with and discuss what is happening to the strings and 

the metal parts of the tambourine- i.e. moving and vibrating. 

Once all students have moved around the stations, students discuss recorded 

observations made. This guided observations and exploring enables student’s to 

explore the concept of sound being produced by an object vibrating, sound 

travelling through longitudinal waves through a substance such as , liquid so lid 

or gas. 

Lesson 4explaining the way sound travels and how sound is produced. 
This lesson involves students recapping their experiences in the previous lesson 

when working in the four stations. Teacher asks students to recall their 

observations. Teacher also guides students to look at the similarities between the 

stations and vibration by stating so we can see that when we heard a sound, we 

saw the string, rubber band and rice shake or move- students would likely say 

yes- teacher draws students to explain in their own words that sound must be 

produced when an object rattles or in technical terms vibrates. Teacher then 

explains that the reason why this occurs is because of vibration- students and 

teacher can then look the term vibration up in the dictionary. Teacher explains 

that sound is produced through vibration. Teacher also explains the notion of 

sound travelling in longitudinal waves as was illustrated by the slinky. Teacher 

and students then go back to the mind map from the very first lesson and add the 

newly gained information, adding such words as vibrate, longitudinal 

wave…Teacher and students then as a class construct an explanation on the way 

that sound is produced by objects vibrating and the way that it travels in 

longitudinal waves. Teacher and students will also include a diagram that they 

label. Teacher and students then read through information on each of the 

instruments that they explored and see how sound is produced(Note: for ESL 

students and special needs students, you may need to provide extra 

scaffolding by providing a template for the explanation . 

 
Evaluation less3Formative assessment approach –Teacher will be monitoring students as they go around the 

circuits exploring sound and offer guidance to develop their understanding that they make in the exploration 

stage. Extend students learning by observing students and recording observations and then posing questions 

which will extend students for example- what will happen if we pluck the rubber band more forcefully, what will 

the rubber band do? Does the slinky look like a wave? If sound travelled in waves what would it look like? 
Lesson 4-formative assessment-  students will be assessed by teacher monitoring them and providing feed back, 

by students writing an explanation teacher can assess whether students have grasped the idea of how sound 

travels and how it is produced. Teacher will not be assessing English outcomes with science; rather they will be 

assessed separately as a child may understand the scientific concepts but struggles in writing- it would be unfair 

to say simply due to the lack of writing skills those science concepts are not developed when they really are. 
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Stage:2                       Total hours: 2                       Week: 3  lessons 5 and 6 

Type of lessons-engage/explore/explain/elaborate/evaluate: less5 Explore, lesson 6 explain 
Outcomes and indicators  
 INV S2.7Conducts investigations by observing, questioning, 

Predicting, testing, collecting, recording and analysing data, and drawing conclusions.  
DM S2.8Develops implements and evaluates ideas using drawings, models and prototypes at appropriate stages of the 

design process. 

 

Big Ideas and indicators. For lessons 5and 6 
Big Idea  
Poses “decide which”, “find a way to” or “find the effect of” questions.  

Uses equipment accurately, reliably and safely.   

Communicates ideas through annotated sketches and models and uses scale in drawings and models 

Indicators: Students use measuring materials including tape measure  accurately and fairly when conducting fair tests 

• Students are able to conduct fair tests and list all the variables and controls in the investigation 

• Students are able to use information gained from a fair test and produce a product that reflects findings 

Resources and equipment needed :lesson 5= 6 boxes,6 alarm clocks, polystyrene ,  
shredded newspaper, chips of foam rubber, investigation planning board, recording sheets 

 lesson6-materials such as polystyrene, rubber etc for the making of the ear muffs, paper plates etc 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Integration with other subjects-maths recording data  

Main concepts and 

content 

Learning Experience 

 
• Some materials absorb 

sound better than 

others and act as 

insulators or sound 

blockers 

Lesson5exploring different materials- the reason why we are going back to 

explore after we had an explanation lesson, is because we needed to explain 

students explorations and experiences in the lesson after they explored how sound 

was produced otherwise students would forget their observations and findings. 

This lesson commences with teacher and students recapping the concept that 

sound travels by longitudinal waves and is directional (Howe et al, 2005, p: 56). 

Teacher then poses the question of whether there are times where the sound does 

not travel as well and therefore there is a loss of communication, and what may 

be some causes of this? Students may come up with answers such as  there is a 

louder noise in the background, to big of an area and sound has to spread out 

causing it too be spread thinly etc.. Teacher then states could some materials 

muffle sound more efficiently than others? Students will investigate this question- 

by conducting a fair test on the following materials: shredded newspaper, chips of 

foam rubber, polystyrene. Students will test each material by placing an alarm 

clock buzzer in a tissue box and cover the clock with the different materials one 

at a time and they have to walk away from the source and stop when they can no 

longer hear the ringing sound. Students then measure the distance- the closer to 

the source the student has stopped indicates that it is the best muffler or sound 
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absorber. 
 Students go through the components of fair test before commencing in their 

small groups. Investigation planning board is introduced and students and teacher 

go through this- students talk about variables and controls eg- the source is 

controlled, the measuring tape to measure distance of stopping is controlled, and 

the level to which you cover the clock is controlled with the only variable being 

the type of material. 

Students complete the investigation and fill out an investigation sheet for their 

findings after repeating process twice. 

Lesson 6 Teacher and students go through the findings that students obtained 

from their fair tests in the previous lesson. Students draw a class table and place 

findings into data. This enables students to see if there is a major difference 

between the class findings. Students then discuss and explain why this may be. 

Teacher provides students with an explanation of sound being effected by certain 

objects absorbing the sound better than others which results in sound being 

blocked from passing through. Teacher draws a diagram expressing this process 

of sound absorption and the sound travelling through the materials. Students copy 

into book and then  design and make a pair of ear muffs using the material based 

from the previous investigation  that are most effective in blocking sound. 

Students present to the class and discuss why they chose to use particular 

materials. 

This is an explain lesson- as students are explaining their results of certain 

materials being better sound absorbers through their chosen materials for ear 

muffs and justifications 

 

 

Evaluation  
Lesson 5 I will be using formative assessment, monitoring and observing students when they take part in 

investigations, monitor the language they use example “this absorbs sound more efficiently” or our clock is 

controlled and our materials are the variables” listening and observing students will enable the teacher to 

identify whether students are comprehending what a fair test is and what the results are and how they affect 

sound. 

Lesson 6- I will be assessing whether the students can justify the reasons for using certain materials to make 

their ear-muffs in regards to the scientific concept that some materials absorb sound better than others. If 

students choose to use materials to make their ear muffs that were not affective sound absorbers in their results 

then teacher knows that the scientific concept has not been understood and needs further development. 
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Stage:2                       Total hours: 2                       Week: 4  lessons 7 and 8 

Type of lessons-engage/explore/explain/elaborate/evaluate:lesson7 Explain, lesson 8 

elaborate 

Outcomes  
  LT S2.3 Identifies and describes the structure and function of living things and ways in which living things interact with 
other living things and their environment 

DM S2.8Develops implements and evaluates ideas using drawings, models and prototypes at appropriate stages of the 

design process. 

 

Big Ideas and indicators. 
• Big Idea  Human’s body parts such as the ears serve particular purposes which help living things (animals 

and plants) to function and communicate 

• Devises means of evaluating the functional and aesthetic qualities of products, systems and environments 

• Communicates ideas through annotated sketches and models and uses scale in drawings and models. 

• Works collaboratively to plan and sequence major steps in design and production. 

Indicators: 

• Students are able to use labels in diagram to express the function of the different pats of the ear. 

• Students can construct an eardrum and explore the way that it functions for people to hear sounds. 

• Students are able to  design sound devices by using a variety of materials and follow the design and make production 

process 

• Students will be able to use scale drawings for their designing of the sound devices 

 

Resources and equipment needed :lesson 7-cardbaord tubes, rubber bands, tissue paper 
information report, handout of labelling stencil Lesson 8-pencils and paper for scale drawings, different types of 

cups,- eg plastic, polystyrene, tins, string, for sound devices.  

________________________________________________________________________ 

Integration with other subjects-English- shared reading of a factual text on the ear 

labelling  

 

Main concepts and 

content 

Learning Experience 

 

 

• Sounds are heard when 

they enter the ear and 

causes our ear drums 

to vibrate. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Lesson 7 

-explaining the function of the ear after the sound travels to the ear. 

Now that students have an understanding of how sound is produced, how it 

travels, materials that absorb sound, students are ready to look at what happens  

in regards to the human ear, which was spoken about in the engage phase where 

students discussed and drew a picture. 

Teacher prepares a paper ear drum made by a cardboard tube with tissue paper 

placed on one end with a rubber band. When the teacher places two fingers on the 

end of the tissue paper and sings or shouts through the cardboard tube, you can 

feel the vibration caused by the sound travelling through the outer ear or 

cardboard tube.  
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• Sound is produced 

when objects vibrate 

 

 

 

 

• Sound needs a source 

to travel through 

example air, liquid.( 

liquids, solids or gases 

 

 

 

• Some materials absorb 

sound better than other 

 

After teacher demonstrates this with the students she asks them to go to their 

desks and make the same eardrum so they can experience it. This should only 

take around 10minutes of the lesson.  Students then come back and explain and 

discuss the components of the ear being that sound causes the eardrum to vibrate 

as it travels through the outer ear and to the ear drum. Teacher also explains the 

way in which vibration is conveyed through the middle ear by tiny bones called 

hammer, stirrup and anvil. Then teacher explains the functions of the different 

parts of the ear by reading an information report. Students then complete a 

diagram and label it and describe the part and its function 

Teacher demonstrates a labelled diagram with explanations and functions of the 

component of the ear. Students then label their own components of the ear on a 

handout. As you can see this lesson is heavily scaffolded with the diagram and 

labels being displayed first as the function of the ear is not always an easy 

concept and content to understand. 

Lesson 8  Elaborate on all  that has been learnt  through a design and make 

lesson of  string phone 

Teacher and students elaborate on all the information gained in the unit so far- eg 

teacher asks students what do we know about sound- students can explain that 

they know it is used as a way of communicating with others, it is a way of 

entertaining us through instruments, it travels in longitudinal waves, it is caused 

be an object vibrating, how sound is heard by our ears. 

Teacher then asks students to design and make a string telephone with two tins or 

plastic cups fastened together with a string. 

Teacher introduces the idea of designing something and drawing a scale drawing 

before making it. Teacher models how to do a scale drawing on the board. 

Students are asked to think about all the scientific concepts learned whilst 

designing and making their communicative sound devise to ensure best results. 

Students design and draw then make it using the chosen equipment. Students then 

go through the same process and make another one, only this time changing the 

materials used for the cups and the thickness of the string. 

Students can decorate it to make it visually appealing as a sound communication 

product. At the end of the lesson students place their sound devise in a safe place 

on a display table at the back for the next week where they will be testing and 

presenting them as part of their summative assessment. Also, students will be 

creating a PowerPoint slide, explaining the concept of sound and their sound 

device. (Incorporating ICT  in class) 

 

 

 
Evaluation  

In lesson 7 I will be assessing whether students understand how the ears function in regards to sound through 

observing students conversations when using the paper eardrums. 

 Also the labelled diagrams will provide the teacher with an indication that students know the correct parts of the 

ear and their function and how they work together to enable humans to hear and therefore communicate using 

sound. 

Lesson 8-students will be assessed on their ability to use scale drawings correctly. Also more importantly I will  

be assessing students on their ability to design appropriate sound devices which shows evidence of 

understanding elements of sound- eg which materials would produce a better sound, how will a vibration occur 

and where should the string be placed  
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Stage:2                       Total hours: 2                       Week: 5 lessons 9 and 10 

Type of lessons-engage/explore/explain/elaborate/evaluate: both lessons  
Outcomes and indicators  
 INV S2.7Conducts investigations by observing, questioning, 

Predicting, testing, collecting, recording and analysing data, and drawing conclusions. 
PPS2.4 identifies various forms and sources of energy and devises systems that use energy. 

Big Ideas and indicators. 
Big Idea   

• Sound is a form of energy that travels from one source to another and people devise systems for communicating with 

this form of energy 

• Poses “decide which”, “find a way to” or “find the effect of” questions.  

• Uses equipment accurately, reliably and safely.  

Indicators students are able to select the best design for their sound string telephones from the results obtained in 

the testing of both devices. 

Students are able to use equipment appropriately when testing their designs 

Students record results accurately 

Students can explain and recall the design process in written form 

Students use a variety of scientific terms when writing explanations 
  

Resources and equipment needed: lesson 9- designed sound devices, measuring tape, 

books to record in. 

Lesson 10-science books- 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Integration with other subjects-English text types- lesson 10  

 

Main concepts and 

content 

Learning Experience 

 

• Investigations and tests 

provide information that 

can be used to improve 

designs 

 

• Materials effect the 

quality of sound 

produced 

 

 

 

Lesson 9: testing devices for sound quality 

Teacher explains to students that when products and devices are produced, they 

go through a testing period. And the prototypes are tested before the final product 

is completed. Teacher informs students that they will be testing their sound 

devise in pairs. 

 Teacher asks students to think about the types of things that students should be 

looking out for when testing their objects,  teacher then provides students with 

guidelines and scale out of 10 for students to test their deice from . Marking 

criteria for students: students have to stand 5 metres away from each other and 

test both of the sound devices, ensuring the distance measured is the same when 

testing both designs. Note: this is not a fair test as it is very much to the 

individual’s opinion; however it is still a form of elaborative testing process. 
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 The design which student felt was more effective in communicating sound is 

used as their final copy. 

 

Lesson 10- elaborate- written explanation of how sound is produced in their 

telephone devices. 

Teacher informs students that they will be writing an explanation about the 

design process of designing and making their final sound devices. Also they will 

include in their explanations the way in which their sound device produces sound. 

Teacher reminds students that they are to use a variety of scientific terms in their 

explanations. Students and teacher discuss and share some scientific terms that 

they may use in their explanations and writes them on the board- eg vibrates, 

prototype, longitudinal waves… 

Students and teacher then discuss and revise the structure of an explanation. 

Teacher models the first sentence of each of the sections – statement of 

phenomenon, then series of explanation sequence. 

Students draw a labelled diagram of their sound device and illustrate the way that 

sound is travelling and how the sound is being produced to go with their written 

explanations. 

 

 

Evaluation  
Lesson 9- I will be assessing whether students have developed the skills in conducting tests accurately to record 

results. Also I will be observing the students interaction with their partners as they complete their  test Teacher 

also listens for some scientific terms embedded in their language- illustrating development of concepts. Finally, 

there should be a correlation between the results and the design that they ultimately choose as their final copy- 

for example if a student had better test results for his /her design with a foam cup but they choose their other 

design with a plastic cup then conceptual understanding has not been achieved. 

Lesson10- I will be assessing their explanations and looking out for scientific terms, as well as an understanding 

for how sound is produced in general by their descriptions. 
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Stage:2                       Total hours: 2                       Week: 6-lessons 11and 12 

Type of lessons-engage/explore/explain/elaborate/evaluate: both lessons  
Outcomes and indicators  
. DM S2.8Develops implements and evaluates ideas using drawings, models and prototypes at appropriate stages of the 

design process 

PPS2.4 identifies various forms and sources of energy and devises systems that use energy 

 

 

Big Ideas and indicators. 
• Big Idea:  Sound is a form of energy that travels from one source to another and people devise systems for 

communicating with this form of energy. 

• Sound is a form of energy that travels from one source to another in waves and people devise systems for 

communicating with this form of energy 

• Communicates ideas through annotated sketches and models and uses scale in drawings and models. 

Indicators   

• Students are able to draw diagrams that illustrate how sound is produced and how it travels with the use of labels 

• Students are able to reflect and list information gained from the unit 

• Design a poster that incorporates all the information gained from unit 

• Students use appropriate labelling skills  

• Students identify sound as travelling in longitudinal waves 

• Identify sound to vibrations of an abject 

• Elaborate on the function of the ear 

• Cooperate and share ideas with peers using scientific vocabulary 

  

Resources and equipment needed :lessons 11- cardboard for poster, science books to 
refer to, mind map, original drawing from lesson 1 lesson 12- science books, posters and original drawings 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Integration with other subjects-English- speech, art 

 

Main concepts and 

content 

Learning Experience 

 
• Sound is produced 

when objects vibrate 

 

 

 

 

• Sound needs a source 

to travel through 

example air, liquid.( 

liquids, solids or gases 

 

 

lesson 11 evaluate lesson 

Review unit using the class mind map, sound devices, and ear muffs and just 

review the scientific concepts regarding the resources. 

Teacher then reminds students of the picture that students designed in the very 

first lesson of the unit which described how they believed the sounds travelled 

from the source to the ear and how the ear functioned as way of hearing the 

sound.  This lesson students will be doing a similar task where they will design a 

poster on sound, in which they will be giving the opportunity to see how their 

ideas have changed as a result of  the information gained in the unit from 

exploring different sounds and materials, designing and making sound devices  

and researching 

Students and teacher then discuss some of the important information they will 
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• Some materials absorb 

sound better than other 

 

 

• Information is used 

for communicating 

 

• Sounds are heard when 

they enter the ear and 

causes our ear drums 

to vibrate. 
 

 
Lessons 11 and 12 have all 

main concepts as students 

are evaluating and reflecting 

on all the concepts and 

information gained. 

 

 

place on the poster for example students may come up with the following 

subheadings for their poster: 

- How do we make sounds 

- How do we use sounds to communicate 

- How does the ear work in detecting sound? 

- How does sound travel? 

 Students will write information on these subheadings and illustrate pictures that 

they feel will help illustrate these scientific concepts of sound. 

 Teacher then advises students to look through their science books, with the 

explanations and recordings from the investigations, exploration activities etc. 

Students produce their posters 

 

Lesson 12 evaluate- presentations 

Students recap previous lesson, with teacher reminding students of the posters 

that they designed and that they will be used in this lesson. 

Teacher asks students to compare the diagrams and information  presented in the 

first diagram that they drew to the final poster- students are to think about how 

they have changed, what new information is included. 

 Once students think about this, they are to write a 1 minute speech explaining 

one to two preconceptions they had of how sound is produced, detected and used 

and state how this has changed through the new information gained. 

 Students have time to prepare this and practise with a partner. 

 Students then form a circle and present their posters and their speech. 

 This is a good way for students to reflect on what they have learnt from this unit 

and also see how others have learnt. 

Students then summarise unit in general in a whole class discussion. 

Evaluation  
For both lessons 11 and 12 my assessment strategy is a form of summative assessment, as I am identifying 

whether key concepts have been developed and whether or not students have an understanding of how sound is 

produced and used as a way of communicating with others. By providing students with the opportunity to 

develop a communicating sound poster, it allows me as the teacher to assess the unit content. Also I can compare 

the posters to the student’s original drawings from week 1, which will provide me with information about the 

new concepts gained and the ideas that have been challenged. 

In lesson 12 the speech  not only allows me to assess information gained, however it also allows the students to 

reflect on the unit and what they feel they gained from it. This is an important part of assessment- self 

assessment or evaluation, if students are not given the opportunity to reflect, then proper understanding is not 

achieved. 
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Appendix 1 

Type of sound Where is it coming 

from? 

Is it loud or soft How is it being 

vommunicated 
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Appendix 2 

Communicating by using sound 
How Australians 

use sound as a 

form of 

communication 

How south African 

use sound as a 

form of 

communication 

Differences Similarities 
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Appendix 2 

Communicating by using sound 
How whales use 

sound as a form of 

communication 

How dogs use 

sound as a form of 

communication 

Differences Similarities 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 


